Guidelines for the M.A. Exam

Name ____________________________

Civilization and Culture of Spain

E-mail ____________________________

Sub-Area 2 (1700 to Present)

Date ____________________________

Sub-Area 2 (1700 to Present). Bourbon Spain under Felipe V (the succession of a new French dynasty), Carlos IV (the Napoleonic era and War of Independence), and Juan Carlos I (the transition from dictatorship to democracy), including the Spanish painter Goya, flamenco, and the Spanish composer Manuel de Falla.

General References:


Vicente Cantarino Civilización y cultura de España (5th 2006)

Guidelines

Students must review and prepare all three sub-area reigns for the exam, that is, the political, historical, and cultural aspects of the reigns of Felipe V, Carlos IV, and Juan Carlos I, including the relevant architecture, painting, and music of the period.

Exam Format:

The MA exam will consist of ONE BROAD ESSAY TOPIC, accompanied by five aspects, each of which must be commented on at length. The MA Essay Rubric will be one of the principal tools used to evaluate the form and content of the written essay.